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In recent years,along with the rapidly development of our country 
economy, the amount of motor vehicle have increased quickly, the road 
traffic accident following of the amount also presents up-trend, 
endangers people's life health and property safety seriously.The dispute 
about the road traffic accident compensation for damage also increases 
with each passing day.The responsibility principle of road traffic 
accident compensation for damage is the focus problem that academic 
circles and actual situation field have been paying attention to.The 
different responsibility principle of road traffic accident compensation 
for damage,will cause the different undertake of responsibility.Through 
the comparative researching on the legislative evolvement of 
responsibility principle of road traffic accident compensation for damage 
in other country of Anglo-American law system and Continental law system 
and our country,analyzing the trend of the development of responsibility 
principle of road traffic accident compensation for damage in 
international community ,the thesis considers that,the system of the 
establishment of《Safety Law of Road Traffic》of our country is the fault 
responsibility principle combine with the non-fault responsibility 
principle ,that is adjust world trend.It is not only expressing the value 
of protecting a weak ,but also looking after fair and justice. Furthermore, 
analyzing the shortage of the responsibility principle of road traffic 
accident compensation for damage of our country, puting forward a perfect 
suggestion. 
In addition to foreword and conclusions, the article is divided into 
four chapters. 














Infringement compensation for damage”.This chapter has introduced the 
concept and the characteristic of road traffic accident, Compared and 
analysed three kinds of responsibility principle, pointed out what kind 
of responsibility principle should be applied in road traffic accident 
compensation for damage. 
Chapter 2 is “Comparison and learning of legislation from foreign 
country “. This chapter has compared and learned the legislation from 
foreign country, drew a conclusion about the trend of the development of 
legislation in International community. 
Chapter 3 is “Analysis of responsibility principle of road traffic 
accident compensation for damage of our country”.This chapter has mainly 
introduced the legislative evolvement of responsibility principle of road 
traffic accident compensation for damage of our coumtry. 
 Chapter 4 is “Choice and perfect of responsibility principle of road 
traffic accident compensation for damage of our country ”.This chapter 
has discussed the rationality of non-fault responsibility principle of 
road traffic accident compensation for damage of motor vehicle and non- 
motor vehicle、person, pointed out the shortage of the responsibility 
principle of road traffic accident compensation for damage of our country, 
put forward a perfect suggestion. 
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